ASSESSING WHAT IS HAPPENING ON SUNDAY MORNING . . .

STUDENT

1. ___ Is the room arranged for pupil involvement?
2. ___ Do the workers arrive before the first pupil?
3. ___ Is the room set up and ready before the first pupil arrives?
4. ___ Are the youth bringing and using their Bibles?
5. ___ Are the youth investigating Bible content?
6. ___ Are they practicing “Total Period Teaching” (large group time and small group time both relate to same teaching aim)?
7. ___ Do the walls contain items from the resource kit for the unit (and only this unit)?
8. ___ Are the pupils involved in discussion and work rather than the teachers doing all the talking, etc.?
9. ___ Are pupil involvement methods being used (drama, art, creative writing, etc.)?
10. ___ Do the teachers have all the resources they need?
11. ___ Is there someone other than youth keeping records?
12. ___ Do the leaders know the names of the pupils?
13. ___ Does the department director evidence understanding of unit teaching?
14. ___ Do teachers have an appropriate size group (approximately 6 to 10)?